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Momoko Jennifer Iida｜Remaining Scent｜2016｜Oil on canvas｜1455 x 1455 mm

Momoko Jennifer Iida

OUTO

February 21 – March 20, 2016

Opening reception:  February 21, 6 – 8 pm

Talion Gallery is pleased to announce the opening of “OUTO”, the first solo exhibition of Momoko 

jennfier Iida at Talion Gallery. Iida’ s new paintings will be on display for this show.



Talion gallery is delighted to present “OUTO” , first solo exhibition of Momoko Jennifer Iida at the gallery.

-

Many of Momoko Jennifer Iida's artworks are born through her unique production process. Firstly, various 

pigments and minerals are blended into the paint, which is then poured exuberantly over the canvas placed 

flat.  The liquid freely move around the canvas, merge, and settle while making creases and begin to solidify. 

As soon as its gentle coagulation begins to show some form or image, the fluid of new paint covers over it, and 

agitates the image before solidifying again. The work of Iida is established by the repetition of such process 

and the numerous coatings of overlaying paints.

Such production process of Momoko Jennifer Iida recalls the inclination for contingency and for the 

unforeseeability or the introduction of eventuality within the painting plane. Indeed, while the destination of the 

paint as a fluid is carefully controlled by the artist, it deviates from her intention and follows the gravity. Also, 

the color and shape of the settled paints transform like organisms as they lose moisture. There, we find 

contingency and multiple layers of time, fighting back against the artist's intentions to draw something. 

However, the stratum-like formation of Iida's works play a significant role in this respect. What is being 

introduced throughout this devious production process is the law of substance rather than contingency, and 

inevitability as its repetition. Why is it necessary to cover up the raw and unexpected image that has once 

appeared on canvas repeatedly? This can be easily understood if you imagine rolling dice many times. The 

result of the first action is coincidental, but the distribution of the results is indispensable. 

As each of the titles of Iida's artworks such as "Chinese cabbage" and “Tears” suggest, it is vital to recognize 

that the artist predicts a definite shape at first and recovers it in the process. Iida boldly attempts to draw a 

certain image while also staring at inevitable forming effect of substance itself and energy of paints willing to 

take its own shape. She hauls the figures released into the fluid vortex and the abstract plane in the stratum of 

their own traces, and seeks to recreate them as a single radiance. For this exhibition, we will showcase 

Momoko Jennifer Iida’ s new paintings. will be on display for this exhibition. Please look forward to Iida's works 

and her first solo exhibition in this gallery.
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Momoko Jennifer Iida

1987 　Born in New York, USA 
2012 　B.A. at Tama Art University

SELECTED SOLO EXHIBITIONS
2014 　"Momoko Jennifer Iida" Open studio (Chiba)
2010 　"Momoko Jennifer Iida" Yaribi at Tama Art University (Tokyo) 

SELECTED GROUP EXHIBITIONS
2015 　"Smell of Musk" TALION GALLERY (Tokyo)
2014 　"Clever Hans" curated by Kohei Kobayashi
                    TALION GALLERY (Tokyo)
2011 　"Exhibition by Selected Students from Junior and Senior Grades" 
                    Tama Art University (Tokyo) 
2010 　"Exhibition by Selected Students from Junior and Senior Grades" 
                    Tama Art University (Tokyo) 
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[ Exhibition Informations ]
Title                         OUTO
                   Momoko Jennifer Iida
Date      February 21 - March 20, 2016 11 am - 7 pm
      Closed on Monday, Tuesday and Holidays
Venue      TALION GALLERY 
Directed by                           Tsuyoshi Ueda (TALION GALLERY)

[ Inquiries ]
TALION GALLERY
Email: info@taliongallery.com  Tel/Fax: +81-3-5927-9858
171-0031 B1 2-2-1 Mejiro, Toshima-ku, Tokyo  URL: www.taliongallery.com

Momoko Jennifer Iida｜Oyster Brothers
2012｜Oil on canvas｜1620 x 1120 mm

Momoko Jennifer Iida｜Pitch Drop Experiment with Hakusai
2015｜Oil on canvas｜1620 x 1620 mm

Momoko Jennifer Iida｜Throw eye-balls gently / Look Kindly
2014｜Oil on canvas｜1000 x 727 mm


